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This thesis work studies the modelling of the colour difference using artificial neural network. Multilayer percepton (MLP) network is proposed to model CIEDE2000 colour
difference formula. MLP is applied to classify colour points in CIE xy chromaticity
diagram. In this context, the evaluation was performed using Munsell colour data and
MacAdam colour discrimination ellipses. Moreover, in CIE xy chromaticity diagram just
noticeable differences (JND) of MacAdam ellipses centres are computed by CIEDE2000,
to compare JND of CIEDE2000 and MacAdam ellipses. CIEDE2000 changes the orientation of blue areas in CIE xy chromaticity diagram toward neutral areas, but on the
whole it does not totally agree with the MacAdam ellipses. The proposed MLP for both
modelling CIEDE2000 and classifying colour points showed good accuracy and achieved
acceptable results.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
Background

Computing the colour difference is one of main focuses in colour science research. Colour
difference is used in industry for quality control of output and in colour decision making
[1, 2]. After introducing primary principles of colour science by CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage) in 1931 [3] and representing colour discrimination ellipses
by David MacAdam in 1942 [4] colour researchers recommend number of equations to
compute the colour difference. By proposing two nearly uniform colour space from CIE
in 1976 [5], computing the colour difference got more attention among researchers [6]. In
2002, Luo stated that more than 40 equation proposed in order to solve the colour difference computation problem [7].
In 2000, CIE recommended a new equation named CIEDE2000 based on CIE Lab colour
space which have been used in recent years to compute the colour difference [6].
On the other hand, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is putting out solutions both in
pattern recognition and function approximation in recent years. Although ANN proposed firstly in 1943, applying it to solve problems had an up-and-down history [8, 9].
Nonetheless, after improvements in mid 1980s and 1990s, applying ANNs and also new
approaches in ANN as deep learning got popular among scientists and researchers.
Applying ANN to compute the colour difference have not been considered highly yet.
Small number of studies can be found in literature, in one of them computing colour
differences was not the focus of the study [10] and in another one [11] CIE Lab colour
difference equation considered as the focus which is not an up-to-date colour difference
formula. The ability of ANN in solving classification and regression problems, makes
ANN a good candidate to apply for solving the colour difference problem.

1.2

Objectives and Restrictions

The main purpose of this research is to propose an approach for computing small colour
differences using an artificial neural network. The main focus is to study the applicability
of ANN in colour data in order to classify colour points or the possibility of modelling
current colour difference formula mainly CIEDE2000 by ANN.
Given to this goal, number of research questions are proposed as follows:
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1. Is it possible to construct a reliable ANN to model CIEDE2000?
2. What will be the architecture of such a network and how accurate this ANN can
compute the colour difference?
3. The possibility and accuracy of applying an ANN to define Just Noticeable Difference based on MacAdam chromaticity discrimination ellipses.
4. What is the relation between CIEDE2000 and MacAdam ellipses?
5. How can ANN propose a method to compute the colour difference?

Several ANN implemented for modelling CIEDE2000 and classifying colour points in
CIE xy chromaticity diagram. Moreover, CIEDE2000 applied in CIE xy chromaticity
diagram to compute JND using the MacAdam ellipses centres in order to find the relation between CIEDE2000 and MacAdam ellipses to analyse the possibility of using
CIEDE2000 for developing ANN based on CIE xy chromaticity diagram.

1.3

Structure of the Thesis

This thesis consists of seven chapters. In second chapter primary concepts in colour science such as, human vision system (HVS), colour and colour space have been discussed.
In third chapter important colour difference equations which were introduced in between
1970s and 2000 are reviewed. In fourth chapter artificial neural network and its general
architecture have been explained. In chapter five the proposed ANN for using in colour
space is introduced and also the process of applying this network on colour data explained. In chapter six, all the experimental results from the proposed ANN architecture
for modelling CIEDE2000 and classifying colour points in CIE xy chromaticity diagram
have discussed. In the end, chapter seven represents achieved conclusions and discussion
based on the experiments, also future work to continue this research is argued.
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2

HVS, COLOUR AND COLOUR SPACE

The word colour can aim to different meaning based on the context of discussion. For
example in this research the colour difference which is observable by human eye is the
target. Hence to discuss the colour difference, the scope of colour and the system that
colour is represented by, should be specified to avoid any ambiguous and unreliable comprehension about the colour difference and also in order to discuss mathematical equations
of this subject.
In this section, different concepts such as human vision system, colour and colour space
will be discussed as a preliminary discussion to understand the colour difference. Then,
the colour difference concept and its mathematical computation approaches will be explained,

2.1

Human Vision System

Human Vision System describes the function of human eye. The importance of HVS
comes from the definition of colour. In fact, the concept of colour can be defined by human vision system, because colour is what HVS perceives. Eye consists of different parts
(Figure 1). The parts that receive different waves of different colours and send them as

Figure 1. The cross section of human eye [12].

neural signals to brain are called photoreceptors which are located in the retina of the eye.
There are two kinds of photoreceptor in the retina: rods and cones (Figure 2).
Rods which have a cylindrical form, perceive grayscale colours since they receive just
low intensity of light. Cones can receive higher intensities of light because of their archi-
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Figure 2. Photoreceptors: Rod and Cone [13].

tecture, hence cones can receive and transfer colourful signals [14].
There are three different cone receptors based on their sensitivities which are called Long,
Middle and Short wavelength cones (LMS). Each of cones have a specific wavelength region, with a small overlap between them though middle and long wavelength region have
a greater overlap of spectral sensitivity (Figure 3). These overlaps justify recognizing
colour differences in HVS. Without any overlap, human eye could recognize only three
different colours [15].
Since cone receptors are sensitive to different wavelengths, colours are usually rep-

Figure 3. Cone spectral sensitivity diagram [16].

resented by three coordinates. The combination of three separate waves that can be perceived as colour by eye is called colour stimulus and each of the waves are named primary
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colour stimuli [14].
Tristimulus values are the numeric values of each primary colour stimuli in a colour stimulus that represent a unique colour. In fact, these values are used as colour coordinates
in colour science. The tristimulus values of a specific colour are transformed differently
based on the colour space that defines the colour coordinates. They also named as RGB
which is short for three primary colours red, green and blue [17].

2.2

Colour

Colour refers to the impact of a wave or waves of light reflected from an object on human eye [15]. This is the definition that Billmeyer and Saltman represent in their book
“Principles of color technology” which stresses on the perception of colour sensation by
human eye. Also other definitions of colour has the same emphasis thus HVS is the basis
for colour science.
This sensation is demonstrated by three fundamental characteristics of colour: hue, brightness and colourfulness [18].
Hue: a quality that appears in human vision as one unique colour such as red, yellow,
green and blue, or refer to mixture of couple of mentioned colours.
Brightness: or lightness is a quality which refers to the grayness of that colour.
Colourfulness: also known as saturation or chroma, a quality that indicates the degree of
colour in constant brightness [15].
As it can be seen in Figure 4, brightness (value) changes from darkest in the lowest colour
card to the top colour as brightest which is the white colour. Chroma focuses on the grade
of the colour. Figure 4 belongs to the red-purple page in “Munsell book of color” [19] and
hue is the same for all colour cards in this page (5RP) since it refers to a specific colour
and it changes in next page of the same glossary to 7.5 RP (red-purple).

2.3

Colour Space

One specific colour can be defined by three elements namely hue, brightness and colourfulness. The scale of these elements can be considered as three coordinates of colour
in order to demonstrate each colour as a point on a three dimensional coordinate system
named colour space [20]. Colour spaces usually have been defined to answer different
needs. Some colour spaces are designed to use in a device, also there are colour spaces
which are device-independent.
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Figure 4. Brightness and colourfulness in munsell book of colours[19].

The colour spaces that have been used through the experiments of this thesis are CIE xy
chromaticity diagram which is a two dimensional derivation of CIE XYZ colour space
and CIE Lab colour space. All of mentioned colour spaces are device-independent colour
spaces.

2.3.1

CIE Colour Spaces

CIE is short for French title of the organization active from 1913 in all relevant fields of
“light and lighting, colour and vision, photobiology and image technology” considering
both science and art. The English title for CIE is The International Commission on Illumination. CIE is a worldwide cooperation [21].
CIE 1931: In 1931 the CIE committee established a set of regulations for colorimetry.
This agenda led to establishment of RGB. In fact David William Wright proceeded the
data related to RGB colour matching functions in 1929 through scientific experiments and
represented it as a context for colorimetry in 1931.
Colour-matching functions refer to numerical values of cone receptors in reaction of receiving a colour stimulus [14].
Grassman’s Laws of additive colour mixture: Before going through the explanation of
certain colour spaces which are used in this thesis, it is important to mention the Grassman’s law which has a great impact on computational part of establishing a colour space.
One specific colour can be constructed by mixing three other colours linearly while it is
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impossible to adapt one of these three colours by mixture of other two colours [22]. This
law which is shown in equation 1 is substantial to colorimetry.
Q = R Q R + G Q G + BQ B

(1)

where RQ , GQ and BQ are the scalar values for each primary colour stimuli R, G and B
respectively which form Q colour stimulus of a specific colour [14].
CIE XYZ: The main goal of constructing CIE XYZ colour space was to use colourmatching functions with only positive values. The reason was to utilize a device named
spectrophotometer with less complexity. This device could help the process of tristimulus
integrations [15]. r̄λ , ḡλ and b̄λ colour-matching functions would have increase complexity both computational and practical for device because they include both positive and
negative values. Thus, CIE XYZ derived from RGB x̄λ , ȳλ and z̄λ colour-matching functions all positive to develop a colour space containing all colours which can be perceived
by a normal human eye.
The relation between RGB and XYZ tristimulus values derived from Equation 1. In the
Equation 2 set of aij refer to tristimulus values of XYZ [3].
X = a11 R + a21 G + a31 B
Y = a12 R + a22 G + a32 B

(2)

Z = a13 R + a22 G + a33 B
In above equation X, Y and Z denotes primary lights and then a specific colour can be
defined by equation 3:
Q = XX + Y Y + ZZ

(3)

Wyszecki and Stiles defined the tristimulus values of CIE XYZ by following Equations
[14]

Z
X=K

Pλ x̄(λ)dλ
λ
Z

Y=K

Pλ ȳ(λ)dλ

(4)

Zλ
Z=K

Pλ z̄(λ)dλ
λ

In equation 4, X, Y and Z refer to tristimulus values and z̄(λ), ȳ(λ) and z̄(λ) are the
colour-matching functions. Pλ is the power of a single emission of a light of a specific
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wavelength in a specific region which is named Spectral Power Distribution (SPD).

100
S(λ)ȳ(λ)dλ
λ
= β(λ)S(λ)

K = R
Pλ

(5)

K is a multiplier in the equation 4 for normalizing which can be found by equation 5. In
this equation S(λ) represents the spectrum of received radiance of the illuminant and in
the next equation, β(λ) is the spectrum of received radiance of the object [14].
CIE xy chromaticity diagram CIE xy chromaticity diagram is usually used to have a
more genuine demonstration of colour by removing lightness from the combination of
colour coordinates. Chromaticity is used to reduce complexity in experiments [23].
x and y are derived from XYZ tristimulus values of CIE XYZ colour space by following
equations:

X
X+Y+Z
Y
y=
X+Y+Z

x=

(6)

A perception of a specific colour can be constructed with a combination of short and long
wavelengths [23] and the two dimensional plot of chromaticity space as shown in Figure 5
can illustrate that.
Usually lightness is represented by Y when one wants to define a colour by its chromaticity and lightness as xyY. To obtain XYZ from xy following equations can be exploited:

x
Y
y
Y = y
1−x−y
Z =
Y
y

X =

(7)

CIE Luv and CIE Lab: The main problem of previously discussed colour spaces is that
the tristimulus values of a colour is not exactly the same as it can be perceived by HVS. So
it is hard to match tristimulus values with visual perception of a standard observer mathematically. Moreover, when it comes to compute the difference between two colours, it is
not possible to achieve the answer with using tristimulus values straightforwardly [25].
CIE introduced two colour spaces in order to avoid this problem: CIE Luv and CIE Lab.
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Figure 5. CIE xy chromaticity diagram [24].

The main focus in developing CIE Luv and CIE Lab was to demonstrate colours in a way
that the Euclidean distance between them can have the most possible relevance with perception of them in a standard observer eye [5].
The difference between these two colour spaces is that the CIE Luv values can be obtained
by subtracting tristimulus values by white point but to obtain CIE Lab values one should
divide tristimulus values by white point. Following equations represent the derivation of
CIE Luv colour space from CIE XYZ tristimulus values [5]:

∗

L

u∗


Y
= 116
− 16
Yn
= 13L∗ (u0 − u0n )


(8)

v ∗ = 13L∗ (v 0 − vn0 )
If

Y
Yn

≤ 0.01, L∗ will be found by:
L∗ = 903.3

Y
Yn

Equation 9 shows how to define values u0 , v 0 , u0n and vn0 from CIE XYZ tristimulus values.
In this equation Xn , Yn and Zn are tristimulus values of white object.
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4X
X + 15Y + 3Z
4Xn
=
Xn + 15Yn + 3Zn
9Y
=
X + 15Y + 3Z
9Yn
=
Xn + 15Yn + 3Zn

u0 =
u0n
v0
vn0

(9)

CIE Lab space has a nearly uniform space which enables one to illustrate a specific colour
by a specific point in Cartesian coordinates [25]. Figure 6 shows the three-dimensional
CIELAB colour space.
Equation 10 represents the conversion of CIE XYZ value to CIE Lab:

Figure 6. CIELAB colour space [26].

∗

L

a∗
b∗




Y
= 116
− 16
Yn
"  1   1 #
X 3
Y 3
= 500
−
Xn
Yn
"  1   1 #
Y 3
X 3
= 200
−
Yn
Xn

(10)
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2.3.2

Munsell Colour System

Munsell colour system developed by Albert H. Munsell when he was trying to find a
better way to discuss the context of colour for art students [15]. Developing this colour
system was a strong move toward standardizing the representation of colour [20].
In Munsell system, colour space is consisted of three coordinates: Munsell hue, Munsell
value and Munsell chroma in short HV/C. These three coordinates point to hue, lightness and chroma respectively. Munsell divided his system based on 10 stages of colour
(hue) in 10 different stages of lightness (value) in order to categorize the system. He also
categorized grayscale colours in 11 different stages between pure black as zero and pure
white as 10 and named them between N0 and N10. The "Munsell book of Color" [19]
is a glossary for Munsell colour system. In each page colours with same hue are represented as neighbours based on their value and chroma. Value quantity changes vertically
and chroma of colours changes horizontally (Figure 4). Munsell colour space is a three
dimensional system based on Munsell three qualities (Figure 7). Achromatic colours are
placed vertically from black in the base of cylinder turning to white gradually in each step
in upper side of cylinder as a representation of value. Various hues are placed in a circular
manner around the space and different chromas are shown perpendicular to value cylinder
[27]. Figure 7 illustrates Munsell’s idea of dividing hue in ten different colours.
Munsell colour data set are used in experiments for this thesis. Information about dataset
with more explanation about Munsell colour system can be found in section 6.

Figure 7. Munsell colour space [28].
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3

CHROMATICITY DISCRIMINATION ELLIPSES AND
COLOUR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

The purpose of studying the colour difference is to define a unique formula to compute
the colour difference for colours which have a small to medium distance between them
[6]. Although there were a number of attempts to calculate the colour difference prior
to define CIE Lab and CIE Luv colour spaces, but this line of research is in colour scientists focus for last 40 years. From the introduction of the first colour system in 1930s
by CIE, more than 40 colour difference formulas had been defined prior to developing
CIEDE2000 colour difference formula [2].
Introducing Chromaticity discrimination ellipses by MacAdam, was an important step toward developing colour difference formulas.
In this section firstly chromaticity discrimination ellipses will be explained which is a
major focus in this thesis. Then there will be a brief review on colour difference studies
and a number of derived equations before introducing CIEDE2000 formula. Next there
will be a more comprehensive look on BFD, CIE94 and CIEDE2000 colour difference
formulas. CIEDE2000 is also another main focus in current research. It should be mentioned that there is a common feature between latter three mentioned formulas called the
weighting function. Although weighting functions were applied in some other colour difference equations prior to BFD, in the mentioned formulas the concept of the weighting
function have been improved among its different components.

3.1

Chromaticity Discrimination Ellipses

In section 2 colour is introduced as a sensation on the human brain after HVS receives the
light. Hence the distinction of colours depends on the interpretation of observer. Detecting the edge that a minimum change between two colour points in CIE xy chromaticity
diagram can be determined by the HVS is the subject of David MacAdam paper on “Visual sensitivities to Color Difference in Daylight” published in 1942 [4].
MacAdam reached several ellipses in CIE xy chromaticity diagram each includes colour
points which are unchangeable to human eye. He moved from a specific point in CIE
xy chromaticity diagram toward different directions to find the points that have different
colour compared to source point to the observer eye, and then fitted the ellipses based on
these points [14]. Figure 8 demonstrates the process of finding one of these ellipses which
are named “MacAdam Chromaticity Discrimination Ellipses” or in short “MacAdam El-
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Figure 8. Fitting a MacAdam ellipse by finding marginal colour points [14].

lipses”.
Observer cannot recognize any change in colour between colour points of the same ellipse. One can only recognizes a change when the second colour point is placed on the
boundary of the same ellipse or further. So the space that an ellipse occupies in CIE xy
chromaticity diagram which separates the recognizable and unrecognisable differences
to human eye is referred by “Just-Noticeable Difference” (JND). Figure 9 represents 25
MacAdam ellipses in CIE xy chromaticity diagram. Size of the ellipses in this figure are
10 times larger than the actual ellipses in order to have a better demonstration. Each of
this ellipses stand for a specific standard deviation of adjusted colour and can be shown
by equation 11 [14].
g11 (dx)2 + 2g12 dxdy + g22 (dy)2 = 1
(11)
1
1
cos2 θ + 2 sin2 θ
2
a
b

1
1
=
− 2 sin θ cos θ
2
a
b
1
1
= 2 sin2 θ + 2 cos2 θ
a
b

g11 =
g12
g22

(12)

Considering (xi , yi ) as the center of a given ellipse, dx demonstrate the distance between
x coordinates of the center and any point on the circumference of the ellipse. dy shows the
distance between y coordinates of the center and any point on the ellipse. In this equation
gij is a constant that can be obtained through set of Equation 12.
In Equation 12, a and b represent the length of major semi-axis and minor semi-axis
respectively for any given ellipse, θ is the angle between major semi-axis of that ellipse
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Figure 9. MacAdam Chromaticity Discrimination Ellipses, Ellipses are enlarged by ten.

and x coordinate of CIE xy chromaticity diagram.
The elliptic shape of discrimination ellipses suggests that the colour distribution among
CIE xy chromaticity diagram is not uniform. This non-uniformity justifies that an average
observer can recognize a greater distance of JND for example in green areas compared to
blue areas [6].
By introducing the new colour space CIE Lab, more predictable ellipses were found in this
nearly uniform colour space. Luo and Rig tried the experiment on CIE Lab colour space
with more observers using different datasets such as BFD, DF and MMB to get reliable
results. They obtained 132 ellipses which have more predictable pattern than MacAdam
ellipses as Luo and Rigg claimed in their paper [29]. As it is illustrated in Figure 10, one
can finds more similar ellipses. It also shows another fact that even CIE Lab space is not
a fully uniform space that Luo confirmed in his paper on the development of CIEDE2000
formula [6]. In Figure 10, it seems ellipses are overlapped in some points but in fact, these
ellipses are positioned in different levels of the ’L’ axis.
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Figure 10. BFD colour points JND in CIE Lab coordinate space with fixed luminance.

3.2

Colour Difference

The very first attempts to define a single equation for calculating the colour difference
mostly considered to match with Munsell colour system and MacAdam ellipses. One of
the formulas which had more success through other equations in 1940s was ANLAB [2].
Developing CIE Lab and CIE Luv colour spaces in order to set uniform colour spaces in
1976 were major steps through improving colour difference formulas. CIE Lab colour
difference formula is a derivation of ANLAB and became a base for further development
of colour difference formulas.
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3.2.1

CIE Luv and CIE Lab Colour Difference Formulas

CIE defines colour difference as the disparity that a human realizes between two specific
colours [30]. This definition in the context of colour space refers to distance between
two points that each of them represents a unique colour point. The result of this distance
is a scalar which has to match with the CIE definition of colour difference as perceived
disparity [31]. ∆E refers to the result of a colour difference equation. One of the main
purposes of a colour space is to find ∆E more accurately.
In CIE Lab and CIE Luv Euclidean distance is used to determine the colour difference. In
both colour spaces colour points are distributed monotonically and their Cartesian coordinates of brightness, red-green and yellow-blue axis, enable one to determine the colour
difference based on Euclidean distance [32]. Equations 13 and 14 represent CIE Luv and
CIE Lab colour difference formulas respectively.
∆E∗uv =

p
(∆L∗ )2 + (∆u∗ )2 + (∆v∗ )2

(13)

∆E∗ab =

p

(14)

(∆L∗ )2 + (∆a∗ )2 + (∆b∗ )2

In Equation 13, L∗ represents brightness, u∗ and v∗ refer to red-green axis and yellow-blue
axis colour points respectively.
In Equation 14, L∗ represents brightness, a∗ and b∗ refer to red-green axis and yellow-blue
axis colour points respectively. ∆ is the Greek letter as a notation for distance between
two quantities.
Colour difference by ∆E∗uv formula is used in industries which are interested in mixing
colours additively such as television sets and colour difference by ∆E∗ab formula collaborates in industries that the colour mixtures come from absorbing from light like in printing
[2, 33].

3.2.2

BFD Colour Difference Equation

BFD colour difference equation added another component along with weighting functions
which were introduced and used before, in order to improve colour difference equation
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accuracy. This component is RT function which is assigned to alleviate the problem of
blue area in CIE Lab space. In this colour space hue angles are not matched as they suppose and it can be seen in chromaticity discrimination ellipses of this region which are
not aligned to white region in contrast of other areas [15, 6].
RT function is a rotation function in order to adjust ellipses in blue area of CIE Lab space
(Equation 15). Also the weighting functions DC and DH adjust the difference between
two colour points chroma and hue respectively. There will be more explanation about
weighting functions in CIE94 colour difference formula section.

s
∆EBF D =

∆LBF D
l

2


+

∆C∗ab
cDC

2


+

∆H∗ab
DH

2


+ RT

∆C∗ab
cDC

2 

0.035C∗ab
1 + 0.00365C∗ab
= DC (GT0 + 1 − G)

DC =
DH

∆H∗ab
DH

2

(15)

RT = RH RC
where
v
u
u
u
G= u
t

4
∗
C̄ab
4
∗
C̄ab + 14000


T0 = 0.627 + 0.055 cos(hab − 254◦ ) − 0.040 cos(2hab − 136◦ )
+ 0.070 cos(3hab − 32◦ ) + 0.049 cos(4hab + 114◦ )
− 0.015 cos(hab + 103◦ )
RH = − 0.260 cos(h0ab − 308◦ ) − 0.379 cos(2hab − 160◦ )
− 0.636 cos(3hab + 254◦ ) + 0.226 cos(4hab + 140◦ )
− 0.194 cos(5hab + 280◦ )
v
 ∗ 6
u
u
C̄ab
u
RC = u
t  ∗ 6
C̄ab + 7 × 107
In Equation 15 l and c are fixed values which should be specified by user to balance
∗
lightness and chroma in regard to value. Also C̄ab and hab are the averages of standard
and batch [15].
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3.2.3

CIE94 Colour Difference Equation

CIE94 colour difference formula (Equation 16) computes the difference between two
colours by three components which are lightness, chroma and hue with considering a
number of weights concerning each attribute in the CIE Lab coordinates. The idea of
using weights for colour values came from the developing of CIE Lab colour space.
CIE suggested that for usage in different applications it can be essential to use various weighs concerning the distance of colour attribute lightness, chroma and hue (∆L∗ ,
∆C∗ and ∆H∗ ) [34, 35].

∆E∗94

s
=

∆L∗
kL SL

2


+

∆C∗ab
kC SC

2


+

∆H∗ab
kH SH

2
(16)

SL = 1
SC = 1 + 0.045C∗ab
SH = 1 + 0.015C∗ab
kL = kC = kH = 1
kL , kL and kL are multipliers dependent on environmental elements such as observer situation, colour or pattern of background, etc. Moreover, SL , SC and SH are weighting
functions concerning the difference between values L∗ , C∗ and H∗ based on their locations in CIE Lab colour space. The reason of using mentioned factors is that the CIE
Lab colour space is not completely uniform otherwise there should be equal size circles
instead of ellipses in different sizes as JND [15, 6] . C∗ab can be computed from Equation
17.
This lack of a perfect uniformity still affects the condition of computing colour difference
between different points of the colour space even though the level of uniformity improved
dramatically compared to CIE XYZ colour space. Figure 10 illustrates the imperfect uniformity among CIE Lab coordinates.

3.2.4

CIEDE2000

Improvement of RT function and the idea of weighting functions of CIE94 led to developing a complicated but more practical colour difference equation compared to its prior
formulas. CIEDE2000 colour difference formula is applicable in CIE Lab colour space
but it surpassed all CIE Lab colour difference formulas which were developed before [36].
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The complication of CIEDE2000 is in many components that involve in the equation and
each of them derived from one or more calculation steps.
Developing of CIEDE2000 was decided through a CIE meeting in Warsaw in 1999. It
was decided that the equation should match with four following datasets: “BFD-P, Leeds,
∗
RIT and Witt” [6]. Weighting functions are slightly improved compared to ∆E94
equation. Also SL which is the weighting function for lightness is not equal to one any more,
instead, a separate equation is predicted in the CIEDE2000 in order to adjust components
on L axis of the colour space. Equations and discussion of this section refers to Luo et
al. development notes and Sharma et al. complimentary comments on the CIEDE2000
equation [6, 36].
Computing the colour difference by CIEDE2000 formulas includes 4 steps:

• Firstly L∗ , a∗ and b∗ values are derived from XYZ tristimulus values (Equation 10)
and chroma (C*) will be evolved from a∗ and b∗ (Equation 17).
C∗ab =

p

a∗ 2 + b∗ 2

(17)

• Then adjusted hue (h0 ) and chroma (C0 ) and a0 value should be computed (Equation
18).

L0 = L∗
a0 = (1 + G)a∗
b0 = b∗
q
2
0
a0 2 + b0
C =
b0
h0 = tan− 1( 0 )
 av  

u
7
∗
u
C̄ab


u

u
G = 0.5 
1
−
t  ∗ 7


C̄ab + 257

(18)

∗

C̄ab is the average.
• In third step difference between each component namely light, chroma and hue will
be calculated (Equation 19).
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∆L0 = L02 − L01
∆C0 = C02 − C01
 0
q
∆h
0 0
0
∆H = 2 C2 C1 sin
2
0
0
0
∆h = h2 − h1

(19)

• Finally, weighting functions will be calculated and all the quantities will be placed
in CIEDE2000 formula to compute the colour difference between two colour points
(Equation 20).

s
∆E00 =

∆L0
kL SL

2


+

∆C0
kC SC

2


+

∆H0
kH SH

2


+ RT

∆C0
kC SC



∆H0
kH SH



0.015(L0 − 50)2
SL = 1 + q
20 + (L0 − 50)2

(20)

∗

SC = 1 + 0.045C̄ab
∗

SH = 1 + 0.015C̄ab T
T = 1 − 0.17 cos(h0 − 30◦ ) + 0.24 cos(2h0 ) + 0.32 cos(3h0 + 6◦ ) − 0.20 cos(4h0 − 63◦ )
RT = − sin(2∆θ)RC
∆θ = 30 exp{−[(h0 ) − 275◦ )/25]2 }
s
C¯07
RC = 2 ¯07
C + 257
For the modified light, chroma and hue quantities of two given colours L0 , C0 and h0
are the averages respectively.

To conclude reviewing various colour difference formulas, it should be mentioned that
Kuehni discussed that CIEDE2000 is just a milestone and cannot be considered as a finalized standard for computing the colour difference [37]. He supported his claim by
expressing three problems of CIEDE2000 as follow:

• Questioning the level of accuracy of mixing five different datasets.
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• The fact that CIEDE2000 is based on the limited lightness and it doesn’t suggest a
solution for L∗ = 50.
• CIELAB cannot be a reliable ground to introduce a colour difference equation.

To answer to that, Luo et al. admitted most of the mentioned deficiencies of CIEDE2000,
but claimed this is a better alternative compared to prior equations such as CMC and
CIE94. Luo et al. stated in 2002, CIEDE2000 is not only an option for current time, but
also it will continue to be the most accurate formula for a long time [38].
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4

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

An Artificial Neural Network is a tremendous parallel processor, constructed by smaller
uncomplicated processing systems which has a similar approach with human brain in two
aspects:

1. Providing knowledge from input setting in a training process.
2. Maintaining the achieved knowledge by strong systematic connections between
neurons, named synaptic weights [8, 39].

4.1

History

Above definition is how Haykin described ANN [8]. ANN was firstly introduced by
McCulloch and Pitts in 1943 while a group was working on neural modelling at the University of Chicago from late 1930s [40, 41].
After publishing McCullock and Pitts article which was highly read [42], different ANN
derived applications and solutions were introduced until 1969 when Minsky and Papert
stated that a single layer ANN cannot be usable in complicated computations. They also
brought up that it is problematic to validate hidden neurons function in a multilayer network [43].
Expressing mentioned problems and also the fact that hardware technology was not supporting complicated ANN computational applications led to a long period of latency for
ANN on that time.
In mid 1980s after introducing several new architectures for ANN by different scientists,
ANN obtained attention again. one of these new approaches in using ANN was improving
Self-Organizing Map (SOM) by Kohonen which was an unsupervised ANN [44]. Also
Hopfield networks by Hopfield was a development of recurrent neural networks (RNN)
[8]. Moreover, Rumelhart et al. work on back-propagation algorithm suggested an impressive multilayer perceptrons architecture which attracted great interest in ANN again
[8].
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4.2

General Structure and Types

In general, ANN consists of three layers: input layer, hidden layer(s) and output layer.
Hidden layer is where all the computations have taken place by hidden nodes. But to
demonstrate a schema of what happens in hidden layer, architecture of neuron and how
its components collaborate to develop input and generate output should be discussed.
Neuron is a processor that is vital to the function of ANN [8]. In order to communicate
with inputs, synapse acts as a connector between input signal and neuron. Synapses have
a predefined value named weight. As it is illustrated in Figure 11 each input connects to a
neuron by a synaptic weight (wkj ) and go through another unit called summing junctions.
Bias (bk ) is the component responsible for balancing the whole input by decreasing or
increasing its value.
Activation function is the last step before generating the output (yk ). This unit determines

Figure 11. Nonlinear model of neuron [8].

the number of signal outputs which should be generated. Equation 21 is the mathematical
representation of the above process.

uk =

m
X

wkj xj

(21)

j=1

yk = ϕ(vk )

(22)

vk = uk + bk

(23)

In this equation uk is the adding function referred to by linear combiner which summarizes inputs which are shown by xj . Index k points the neuron number and (wkj ) is the
notation for synaptic weights. In next equation yk is the notation for output(s) and bk is the
bias. It was a brief review of how ANN works in general. Two most popular applications
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of ANN is in function approximation and pattern recognition. In function approximation
which is also referred to by regression, the goal is to define an equation in a neural network to get results. Any function can be fitted in neural networks by defining the right
values for weights and biases.
In pattern recognition, ANN classifies the input and give a label to each output based on
the class that it belongs to.
ANN generates the desirable outputs by manipulating the inputs in a learning process.
This learning process can be shaped by giving a number of similar inputs along with
desirable results so network can follow the pattern. Haykin noted in his book on neural
networks, learning process is done along with a teacher, thus, this kind of learning process
is referred to by supervised learning.
Also neural nets can generate the result by some predefined conditions, without using any
“teacher” to demonstrate a pattern, and unsupervised learning is how this type of process
is noted.

4.3

Applications and Advantages

After recovering its reputation from 1980s ANN continues to propose solution in many
different fields. Some of its applications mentioned below to show the different usage of
neural networks:
Recognition of Handwritten Digits Neural networks can be applied to follow the pattern
and predict handwritten digits and characters [45].
Image Processing With ability to handle large amounts of data, neural networks can
be used vastly in image processing applications. Moreover there are number of postprocessing operations which can be accomplished by neural nets such as face recognition
[46].
Stock Market Prediction The complex and uncertain status of stocks in different times can
be simulated by neural nets in order to predict the future of market [46].
Hence ANN is used in house market, medicine, security, etc. This level of acceptance that
ANN surely didn’t gain in a short time, beholden to number of advantages that this great
model gathered in itself. Haykin pointed to some characteristics of neural networks in his
book [8].

• Neural nets propose a linear and non-linear solution to different problems. Nonlinearity of ANN is playing a great role in complex computations.
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• ANN answers to problems after completing a learning process in an input-output
manner. It categorizes inputs and each segment has a predicted answer. After training inputs, desired output can be gained in the same context for any given new
inputs.

• ANN has the quality to adapt a pattern based on the environment of given data.

• Along with giving answer to a given problem following the given pattern, neural
networks can validate the integrity of the output. Thus user can determine the level
of dependency on the output for making a decision. Haykin refer to this quality as
evidential response.

• Any neuron is modified through the learning process. Instead of passive information in development the output, knowledge is active through every vein of neural
networks.

• In confronting an error or a problem, ANN reduces its performance rather than a
complete breakdown.

• As it is mentioned in the definition, ANN has a parallel capability in solving problems which enables employing very-large-scale-integration (VLSI) technology in
performance.

• ANN equipped with a monotonic architecture which brings up integrity and diversity to provide solid solutions.
• The template of ANN comes from the human brain which suggests a strong and
speedy model.

Recently deep learning made neural networks very popular approach compared to late
1990s [47]. Deep Neural Networks (DNN) offers a more accurate and faster networks
with the power of manipulating huge amount of data. Popularity of DNN or deep learning
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led to introducing many methods with different approaches in this area. Three general
reasons are behind the popularity of DNN:

1. A deeper network is a stronger network [47].
2. Weights are predefined more reasonably in deep learning and it highly improves the
learning process [41, 48].
3. In deep learning there are more output modules which enhance the level of efficiency of output units [49, 50].

The structure of ANN was inspired by the model of human brain, though even very advanced neural networks are far behind the human brain in case of accuracy. Even in case
of quantity considering the number of components such as neurons and connectors artificial neural networks are so smaller than human brain. Human brain consists of ten billion
neurons and to have an overall image one should think of 10000 connection for each of
them [46]. There was a very long way to simulate human brain in neural networks when
Haykin stated in his book published in 2004 [8], but with recent huge development in
deep learning and in machine learning in general, simulating the human brain is not in a
long distance any more. Currently artificial neural networks offer approaches which are
more accurate compared to old computational approaches in solving problems.
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5

COLOUR DIFFERENCES BY ARTIFICIAL NEURAL
NETWORK

In this thesis ANN is considered to compute colour difference between two given colours.
In order to design an ANN there are three stages to consider:

1. Define datasets based on the given problem including input and output sets.
2. Train the input in order to achieve desirable output. In learning phase ANN should
be able to imitate a pattern for solving the given problem.
3. Applying the network on a set of test datasets in order to evaluate the ANN accuracy.

This section discuss the approaches which are applied in order to achieve the research
goal. The contribution of this thesis is classified in performing three tasks as follow:

1. Modelling of CIEDE2000 colour difference equation by a function approximation
neural network on a datasets extracted from Munsell colour data set.
2. Classifying of colour points in CIE xy chromaticity diagram based on MacAdam
colour discrimination ellipses by applying a pattern recognition neural network
3. Implementing the same experiment as MacAdam did in CIE xy chromaticity diagram, but in this experiment CIEDE2000 formula was used to find JND instead of
an observer. Thus there are two outcomes can be expected from this experiment:
firstly how CIEDE2000 behaves in CIE xy chromaticity diagram, and secondly,
whether CIEDE2000 formula supports MacAdam ellipses or not.

The ANN model for experiments of this thesis was Multilayer Perceptrons. Training
the networks have been done in MATLAB neural network toolbox, and generated script
of toolbox edited and used based on the needs of each network. Most of the coding
have done in order to create datasets including training and testing datasets to fulfil the
approach criteria. In this section there will be a general description of MLP then each task
with including neural nets will be explained.
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5.1

Multilayer Perceptrons

MLP general architecture consists of an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an
output layer. Input layer signals into network. MLP can be utilized for supervised learning. In supervised learning a number of inputs and the corresponding targets are given to
ANN. ANN processes inputs in several iterations to simulate a pattern in order to generate
corresponding targets in output.
MLP training process is generally performed by error backpropagation algorithm. There
are two phases in the error backpropagation algorithm: forward propagation and backward propagation. In forward propagation synaptic weights have a constant value. After
each iteration in backward propagation, errors are discovered and weights will be changed
in order to correct errors. Same process is applied to each iteration till the best possible
results are produced by the network [8].
In MATLAB ANN toolbox, the initial synaptic weights can be generated automatically,
but it is possible for user to define this value her/himself. In this thesis MATLAB predefined weights have been used to implement experiments.
There are three specifications of MLP neural networks which make it a good candidate
for the approximation of a complex function as colour difference:

• Activation functions can be designed non-linear so it can support the continuation
of training process. In MATLAB toolbox activation function can vary based on the
type of network application. Different types of functions used for experiments will
be explained later in this section.
• Number of hidden layers can be decided by the user. It helps user to change the
number of hidden layers based on the complexity of the problem in order to have a
fast and accurate approach.
• In MLP networks, each node can be connected to the nodes of the next layer. This
level of connectivity offers an integrated network which can be used to solve complex, non-linear problems (Figure 12).

In order to implement a MLP neural network there are three steps to follow as it is mentioned in the beginning of this section: data preparation, training and testing.
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Figure 12. MLP with two hidden layers[51].

5.1.1

Data Preparation

First step of each supervised ANN is to prepare input and target values based on the task
requirements. Input datasets are stacked in a matrix where each column of this matrix
represents a data sample in order to be trained in the network. Also target can be a
matrix or a vector based on the desirable output of the task. In MLP which is applied for
classification, targets are in the form of a matrix, so targets can support the labelling of
each input category in a specific column of output matrix.
In MATLAB ANN toolbox, for any supervised ANN, input data imported by user are
divided in three parts. In this work, 70%, 15% and 15% of inputs are considered for
training, testing and validation respectively.
Besides to the MATLAB test and validation datasets, between 5 and 10% of imported
inputs were separated before training, in order to have a dataset ready to test each network
after training.
Another step of preparation data for ANN is to normalize the input datasets. Input datasets
range can be varied in a high interval which can affect correctness of results. So to have
a uniform set of data, a normalization process should be applied on inputs. Usually the
normalized range for input/output datasets are (0, 1) or (−1, 1) based on ANN type. In
MATLAB toolbox, this step is applied automatically and by default on the given datasets
[52].
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5.1.2

Training Process

Learning process consists of training the network with processing the input and output
datasets in several iterations. Firstly input signals go through hidden layers and after first
iteration, errors will be detected by comparing the output with input target, then synaptic
weights change in order to correct errors. Iterations will continue till the best possible
results will be achieved.
Training function for MATLAB experiments can be chosen based on different conditions.
The size of input datasets, quantity of weights and bias and the type of network which
can be pattern recognition or regression are the conditions that should be considered in
choosing a training function [53].
In experiments of this thesis mostly Levenberg-Marquardt or Scaled Conjugate Gradient
training function were used.
Levenberg-Marquardt is a very fast optimization algorithm. This is a good choice for
non-linear regression neural networks. The speed of this algorithm may change according to the size of input data. The larger the number of samples are, the larger repository
is needed. This leads to more computation and consequently more time to process [53].
Scaled Conjugate Gradient is a better function confronting large datasets, because large
memory is not needed to apply this type of algorithm [54].
There are also more functions for training phase in MATLAB toolbox which can be used
based on mentioned conditions.
Next thing to discuss is transfer function. As it is depicted in Figure 11, all the weights
and bias go to summing junction where transfer function will be applied on the inputs
of summing junction to get results. There are three types of transfer functions using in
MATLAB multilayer neural networks based on the task requirements. Transfer function
is also applied by default in the MATLAB toolbox.
Log-Sigmoid and Tan-Sigmoid transfer functions are non-linear. The first one produces
output in (0, 1) interval and the latter gives outputs between -1 and 1. Tan-Sigmoid function is usually used in pattern recognition ANN.
Also there is a linear transfer function which can be used in MATLAB ANN toolbox
named purelin. MLP with a linear transfer function is applied for function approximation
problems [55].
One of the most important elements of an accurate neural network is to have a best possible number of hidden layers consisting the right number of hidden nodes in each layer.
MLP can run with only one hidden layer, but when the number of hidden nodes are so
large, running the ANN can take a long time, so one way is to use more hidden layers
with less hidden nodes. But it is important to employ the right number of hidden layers
and hidden nodes. If the number of hidden nodes are less than data requirement, network
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can face underfitting. In this case, most of the results from training samples would have a
great difference with targets which are given to network as desirable output.
It is also critical when the size of hidden nodes is larger than it is needed. In this case,

Figure 13. Comparison of an underfitted network with overfitted network [56].

learning phase may finalizes training process with a very small error percentage or even
without any error, while the network did not characterize any pattern to solve the problem,
and it just fitted the given inputs. Therefore, network cannot solve the same problem on a
new dataset (Figure 13).
There are number of formulas concerning prediction the right amount of hidden nodes for
ANN. For example Boger defined the number of hidden nodes of an accurate ANN by
equation 24 [57].
2(nin + nout )
(24)
3
Wehre nnode refers to number of hidden nodes, nin number of inputs and nout shows the
number of output nodes. In this research few similar formulas had been tried but they did
not suggest a right size for hidden nodes mostly. Because the size of the datasets were
large and network could not run due to lack of the system memory. On the other hand,
trial and error could take a long time. So the applied method was to get help from both
formulas and trial and error. Number of hidden nodes predicted by Equation 24 used as a
model and whenever network couldn’t carry out large number of hidden nodes proposed
by the formula, it was divided by a constant and the result applied as network architecture.
This method may not be very efficient timely, but it was the best option considering large
number of inputs for manipulating colour points.
As it is mentioned, in a MLP neural network, error backpropagation algorithm corrects
the network in each iteration in a backward manner. This process continues till the best
possible output generate. In MATLAB ANN toolbox network error is found by the mean
square error (M SE) [54].
nnode =
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N
N
1 X 2
1 X
F = M SE =
(ei ) =
(ti − ai )2
N i=1
N i=1

(25)

In Equation 25 e denotes network error, N refers to number of datasets, t is the desirable
output, and a is the output generated by ANN.

5.1.3

Testing and Using the ANN

The last step of constructing a MLP neural network is testing it. MATLAB toolbox test
the network by default, as it is mentioned there are 15% of imported datasets used as test
data and 15% of them used for validation. In order to use the network it is only needed
to apply a function (net) which takes input datasets and if the network is a function approximation, output is the result of applying the given function on input dataset, and if
the network is a pattern recognition network the answer is labelled datasets based on desirable classification.
In experiments of this thesis, for each ANN, always a number of datasets separated from
inputs for testing the trained ANN, to be able to confirm network level of reliability. Equation 25 is used for detecting the error after applying function net to generate outputs.
In section 5.1, applying MLP have been discussed in general, in next two sections it will
be explained how this method has been applied in each network of this thesis experiments
particularly.

5.2

MLP For Modelling CIEDE2000

For the first step of developing ANN on the colour difference problem, CIEDE2000 colour
difference equation (Equation 20) is applied in a MLP neural network. Modelling have
been done on the Munsell colours dataset using a function approximation neural network.
This experiment was done to gain following goals:

• Utilizing ANN and following the whole process in practice.
• Employing a large colour dataset to find the adequate ANN architecture for computing the colour difference including efficient number of hidden layers with right
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number of hidden nodes.
• Evaluating MLP neural network encounter with a complex formula like CIEDE2000
• studying the behaviour of ANN on CIE Lab colour space.

As it is mentioned, Munsell colours have been used as dataset. A collection of 1269 Munsell colour samples from “Munsell book of color” [19] represented in a matrix including
colour coordinates measured by Jouni Hiltunen [58] in different colour spaces such as
CIE XYZ, CIE Lab and CIE Luv.
For using the CIEDE2000 formula a MATLAB function written by Sharma [59] is used.
Since CIEDE2000 is only applicable for small colour differences (∆E00 < 8) [36], large
colour differences (∆E00 > 12) have not been considered in the experiments. Except in
one ANN, which have been applied on colour points with (12 ≤ ∆E00 < 24) just to study
the network behaviour on large colour differences.
In order to develop a reliable ANN, difference between average error of training result and
testing result should be investigated. Thus, difference between maximum error of training
result and testing result should be considered. By analysing ANN result and considering
the ratio of training and testing result, one can finds out whether the network is overfitted
or not. The results of training and testing should be rather close in order to have a reliable
network, so when one uses data can be sure that provided answer to the given problem by
ANN is the best possible output that network can produce.
In first set of experiments, such a neural network was not achieved. So it was decided to divide datasets in different groups based on the maximum ∆E00 between two
colours. Groups consisted of colours with 0 ≤ ∆E00 < 4, 0 ≤ ∆E00 < 8 and also
12 ≤ ∆E00 < 24 in between them. The second group also covered 0 ≤ ∆E00 < 4 but
this group used to study ANN behaviour when it is applied on different amounts of data
with close outputs. The only group with acceptable results was the last one with large
colour differences (12 ≤ ∆E00 < 24). So it was considered that having many inputs with
∆E00 = 0 can affect network badly. It can be a consequent of using ∆E00 = 0 which are
actually belonged to inputs with two complete similar colours (same colour point on CIE
Lab space).
So, colours which have ∆E00 with range between 0.1 and 4, 0.1 and 8 or between 0.1 and
12 have been used for the ANN.
Since ∆E00 with range between 0.1 and 4 includes a small number of colours, new colour
points have been generated by changing values of a∗ and b∗ . Constructing Ann using
larger number of datasets which cover a wider range in CIE Lab area, is more likely to
fulfil the expectations.
Each input dataset consists of a vector with six elements including two colours in CIE
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Lab coordinates and target is a scalar which represents corresponding ∆E00 of two given
colours. Table 1 illustrates map of an input vector and corresponding target for CIEDE2000
function approximation. In fact, this vector shows a single dataset. Collection of similar
vectors for other colours make the input matrix. In this ANN, target is a vector holding
∆E00 corresponding to each single dataset.

Table 1. Input and target of CIEDE2000 function approximation.

Input

First
Colour
Second
Colour

Target

L1
a1
b1
L2
a2
b2

Difference ∆E00

Test datasets were generated for evaluating the accuracy of network in the same way, and
also ∆E00 of each set was computed in order to compare with the ANN output.
Transfer function for training phase as it is discussed in section 5.1.2 concerning regression MLP is Tan-Sigmoid function in input layer and a linear function (purelin) for output
layer (Figure 14).
Earlier in this section, it is mentioned that in order to construct a reliable ANN for computing the colour difference, it is important to pick a proper set of data covering a vast area
on colour space. Next important element of a neural network is its architecture including
adequate number of hidden layers with correct order of hidden nodes. This also related to

(a) Non-linear Tan-Sigmoid function.

(b) Linear Purelin function.

Figure 14. Transfer function and activation function for MLP non-linear regression [60].
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the number of datasets used in ANN. In Applying ANN on large datasets, the number of
hidden nodes should be increased in order to learn the pattern of given function with less
error. But it increases the complexity of the network. In this case, it is possible to add one
or more hidden layers and decrease number of hidden nodes in order to have a accurate
training phase. On the other hand, it should be considered that more hidden layers can
increase the possibility of overfitting.
Following the mentioned instructions, several ANN have been applied to reach acceptable
results which can be found in section 6.

5.3

MLP For Classifying Colour Points Based On MacAdam Ellipses

Second set of experiments were implemented in order to apply pattern recognition MLP
on colour data. The platform of implementation was CIE xy chromaticity diagram to
classify colour points based on MacAdam chromaticity discrimination ellipses. This set
of experiments have been done to achieve following goals:

• Classifying colour points based on MacAdam ellipses.
• Investigating the ANN pattern recognition behaviour on non-uniform space of CIE
xy chromaticity diagram.
• Analysing the relation between output of classification network and colour points
position inside ellipses.

Experiments were executed in two steps with different set of datasets for each. Firstly
just colour points position on coordinate system have been considered. Therefore, colour
points gathered in a large matrix, each column includes coordinates of a colour point positioned in CIE xy chromaticity diagram space. Targets were defined in 26 labels based
on the position of the colour points. If a colour point located in an ellipse, label will
determine the specific ellipse that colour point located in with ellipse number which can
be between 1 and 25. And if the given colour point located outside all of ellipses, the
corresponding target will be 26.
Each input dataset consists of coordinate of a colour point in CIE xy chromaticity diagram and the target is a label between 1 and 26 (Table 2).

Table 2. Input and target CIE xy chromaticity diagram colour points classification.
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Input

Colour
Point

xi
yi

Target

Label

1-26

Points generated by interpolation through CIE xy chromaticity diagram uniformly. To
have a uniform network which decides for each ellipse without considering its size, for
each ellipse almost the same number of points have been generated. So network can
decide for each label with equal number of inputs, except for points which are located
outside of all ellipses, because it includes a larger area of CIE xy chromaticity diagram
compared to ellipses altogether (Figure 9).
Second step in this set of experiments was to label each colour point in regard to each
MacAdam ellipses centres. Hence, each input dataset constructed by two colour points.
First colour is the center of a MacAdam ellipse and second colour is a given colour points
both located in CIE xy chromaticity diagram (Table 3), so ANN can decide whether any
given point is located in the same ellipse as the given ellipse’ center or it is out of this
ellipse and the colour difference is noticeable.

Table 3. Input and target of CIE xy chromaticity diagram colour point classifier based on given
MacAdam ellipse centres.

Input

Center
Colour
Colour
Point

xc
yc
xi
yi

Target

Label

1 − 26

The importance of this experiment is that by representing two colour points for each input,
binary classifier output can define a distance scale in corresponding output, which can be
considered as a colour difference scale for small differences.
ANN for pattern recognition tasks which acts as a binary classifier uses a non-linear LogSigmoid transfer function which produce outputs between zero and one (Figure 15). Network decides to label a given dataset if the output of transfer function for that dataset is a
number greater than 0.5.
Different number of hidden layers including different orders of hidden node numbers were
tried in several MLP neural networks to determine which network gives better results.
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Figure 15. Log-Sigmoid non-linear function produces output between 0 and 1 [60].

5.4

Comparing MacAdam Ellipses With CIEDE2000 Formula

In last two subsections developing ANN for modelling CIEDE2000 and classifying colour
points in CIE xy chromaticity diagram have been discussed. In current section the relation between CIEDE2000 colour difference formula and MacAdam colour discrimination
ellipses will be stated. For each MacAdam ellipse center, ∆E00 = 1 which is defined
as JND for MacAdam ellipses have been computed and corresponding ellipses fitted to
demonstrate the relation between CIEDE2000 and MacAdam ellipses. In fact, the same
experiment that MacAdam did in CIE xy chromaticity diagram with a professional observer (Figure 8) was done by using CIEDE2000 formula instead of the observer. This
experiment was done to find out the answer to following questions:

• Do the ellipses which are constructed by using CIEDE2000 formula to find JND in
CIE xy chromaticity diagram correspond to MacAdam ellipses?
• How CIEDE2000 treat the ellipse 11 in the blue area which is not oriented toward
neutral area considering the application of function RT ?
• What about other ellipses orientation?

This experiment does not use the ANN, but it was done in order to determine that if it
is acceptable to use CIEDE2000 in CIE xy chromaticity diagram and to have a focus on
colour research part of thesis. In order to use ANN in CIE xy chromaticity diagram, it
should be determined which function is working better on that. Thus, the following ques-
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tion can be raised:

• Is it convenient to apply ANN modelled by CIEDE2000 in CIE xy chromaticity
diagram? If not, which function can be considered in this space?

Dataset used for this experiment were gathered from MacAdam ellipses centres’ coordinates and colour points which have ∆E00 = 1 with corresponding centres. CIEDE2000
applied by transforming colour points from CIE xy chromaticity diagram coordinates to
CIE XYZ and then to CIE Lab. Moreover a MATLAB fitting function have been used
in order to fit corresponding ellipses to CIEDE2000 in CIE xy chromaticity diagram.
Different steps and achieved results can be found in Section 6.
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6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section represents the results of the experiments which were discussed in the previous section. As it was mentioned, three set of experiments were executed. Moreover, the
first experiment and the second experiment include a number of different sets.
The process and the methodology of each experiment were discussed thoroughly in Section 5. Current section focuses on datasets in detail and on generated results. Architecture
of the implemented ANNs concerning the number of hidden layers and order of including
hidden nodes will be represented.

6.1

Results of Modelling CIEDE2000 Equation by MLP

Munsell colour points on CIE Lab coordinate system have been used in these set of experiments [58]. Munsell colours are distributed in CIE Lab space. Figures 16(a) and 16(b)
demonstrate vast range of Munsell colour points on CIE Lab space regarding ’a’ and ’b’
axes as chromatic components and ’L’ axis corresponding to lightness.
Colour difference between two colour points located in two different areas is a large difference while CIEDE2000 formula is applicable only for computing small colour differences. On the other hand, large colour differences are not the focus in defining colour
difference equation, because it is not needed to figure difference between a blue colour
point with a red colour point. The important issue which industry is interested in, is to
discover difference of close colour points which are detectable by a normal human eye.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 16. Distribution of Munsell colour points among CIE Lab space.
(a) Colour points distributed between -52.6397 and +53.7626 interval on ’a’ axis, and between -42.3767
and +78.1273 on ’b’ axis.
(b) Colour points distributed between +24.8886 and +87.6895 interval on ’L’ axis (Lightness).
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Small colour differences can be computed only between a small number of Munsell colour
points. Figure 17 shows the histogram of various ranges of colour differences between
Munsell colour points on CIE Lab space. Although CIEDE2000 is applicable only for
small colour differences, it is used here for large differences in order to illustrate the
range of differences between colour points. Two discussed issues of large distance be-

Figure 17. X coordinate shows various range of ∆E00 and Y coordinate represents number of
colour point sets corresponding to ∆E00 .

tween Munsell colour points in CIE Lab space, and small number of colour points with
close distance led to generate more colour points for 0.1 ≤ ∆E00 ≤ 4.1. It was done by
adding constant values to each CIE Lab values of close distance colours. So a better set of
data (about 10000 input) for mentioned range gathered in order to be trained in the ANN.
Colour differences with 0.1 ≤ ∆E00 ≤ 12 were considered in the experiments. Moreover,
in one case 12 ≤ ∆E00 ≤ 24 was considered for evaluating network performance with
a different range of targets which led to removing ∆E00 = 0 from experiments. Table
4 represents information regarding datasets which were used in 12 ANNs with different
architectures after removing ∆E00 = 0 from input datasets. Corresponding results are
represented in three separated tables (Tables 5, 6 and 7). Result tables are separated based
on different conclusions that can be derived from each sets of experiments.
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Table 4. 3 set of datasets used in 11 ANNs.

∆E00 range

Size of training set Size of testing set

ANN ID

0.43-3.99
0.15-7.99
12.00-24.00

2222
11309
40260

272
1257
4474

1.1, 1.2
1.3
1.4, 1.5

0.15-11.99

35014

3891

1.6, 1.7, 1.8

0.12-4.12

9525

1059

1.9, 1.10, 1.11

Table 5. Result of first set of ANNs (all results are based on ∆E00 unit).

ANN
ID

Hidden
layer(s)
size

Train
max
error

Test
max
error

Train
average
error

Test
average
error

Perf.
M SE

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

60
55
[60 20]
[60 60]
[100 20]

0.4764
0.4680
0.3101
0.0185
0.0515

0.6608
0.4938
0.5286
0.0533
0.0483

0.0406
0.0450
0.0163
0.0020
0.0029

0.0837
0.0798
0.0237
0.0025
0.0033

0.0031
0.0036
4.88e-04
7.29e-06
1.49e-05

When the hidden layer size is represented by a scalar in the results table, it means there
was just one hidden layer used in that network, and if a vector represents hidden layer
size, the size of vector shows the number of hidden layers and each element of the vector
shows number of nodes corresponding to each hidden layer used in the network.
Implemented ANN for 0.1 ≤ ∆E00 < 12 showed acceptable results because of the
adequate size of training set (35104 input samples). The results of this range of ∆E00 are
depicted in Table 6.
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Table 6. Results of ANN modelled by ∆E00 (all results are based on ∆E00 unit)

ANN
ID

Hidden
layer(s)
size

Train
max
error

Test
max
error

Train
average
error

Test
average
error

Perf.
M SE

1.6
1.7
1.8

[100 20]
[120 30]
[120 40 10]

0.6823
0.3414
0.2184

0.5203
0.2249
0.1353

0.0322
0.0106
0.0052

0.0356
0.0136
0.0076

0.0019
2.13e-04
5.16e-05

For 0.1 ≤ ∆E00 < 12, more colour points were generated by adding constant units to
each component of colour points (L, a, b). In last row of Table 4, datasets information
concerning this new set can be found and the results of constructed ANNs based on this
dataset are represented in Table 7 which shows the minimum errors among all developed
ANNs for modelling CIEDE2000.

Table 7. Results of ANN modelled by ∆E00 for generated colour points from Munsell colours
(all results are based on ∆E00 unit)

ANN
ID

Hidden
layer(s)
size

1.9
1.10
1.11

[100 50]
[160 60]
[210 40 10]

Train
max
error

Test
max
error

0.0132 0.0139
0.0127 0.0134
0.0117 0.0118

Train
average
error

Test
average
error

Perf.
M SE

8.30e-4
6.53e-4
6.92e-4

0.0117
0.0011
0.0011

1.46e-6
9.33e-7
1.05e-6

In MATLAB toolbox there are number of tools available for analysing achieved results
by ANN. These tools are accessible both from MATLAB ANN graphical user interface
(GUI) and also by using MATLAB functions. GUI which is used to represent analysing
plots is depicted in Figure 18. This panel gives a general look of ANN during and after
running the network.
For analysing the performance of ANN in every iteration or in the end of training phase,
performance plot is used. In Figure 19 (a) the process of backpropagation by MSE can
be seen. Dashed line is the best possible output net and blue curve shows the process of
training to achieve the best output.
Training state shows the corresponding gradient in each epoch and number of validation
checks. Number of validation checks will be equal to zero when the training process
stops. As Figure 19 (b) demonstrates, when gradient past its minimum value training
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Figure 18. MATLAB ANN GUI.

process will be stopped.
Error histogram illustrates different stages leading to minimum error. It can be seen for
this network which is the ANN with ID 1.11 in Table 7, it didn’t reach the state of zero
error. Zero error is represented by orange bar in the histogram (Figure 19 (c)).
Regression plot illustrates the fitting state. Because of the large number of data it is not
possible to see the fitting line without zooming in Figure 19 (d).

Overall, this set of experiments approved the fact that a better ANN with more reliable
results can be reached when there are larger number of input datasets to support the function which is going to be approximated by the network. Also, by several experiments
including ∆E00 = 0, it was found that colour points with ∆E00 = 0 cannot be used in the
ANN because it lessen the accuracy of the network.
In Table 5, ANN 1.4 and 1.5 show the fact that it is better to use more hidden nodes in
first layer. In both of these networks equal number of hidden nodes were employed, but
in ANN 1.4, hidden nodes are divided equally between two hidden layers while in ANN
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(a) Performance plot, ANN 1.11.

(b) Training state, ANN 1.11.

(c) Error histogram, ANN 1.11.

(d) Regression plot, ANN 1.11.

Figure 19. Four ANN analysing plots regarding to ANN 1.11 with three hidden layers including
260 hidden nodes.

1.5, there are more hidden nodes in first layer. Although the average error in ANN 1.4 is
less than average error of ANN 1.5, maximum test error is much higher than maximum
training error which suggests the possibility of overfitting in ANN 1.4. As it can be seen,
ANN 1.5 represents better results.
Best achieved ANNs in this subsection are ANN 1.8 and ANN 1.11 which have a large
number of input datasets and three hidden layers. Higher number of hidden layers can
give better results while they haven’t much more hidden nodes as it can be seen in Table
6 ANN 1.8 has just 10 hidden nodes more than ANN 1.7 but achieved better outputs by
using one more hidden layer.
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6.2

Results of classifying colour points based on MacAdam ellipses
by MLP

As it was mentioned in section 5, two sets of experiments were executed for classifying a
colour point in CIE xy chromaticity diagram based on MacAdam ellipses.

6.2.1

Classifying single colour points

In classifying colour points based on MacAdam ellipses there are two important issues
to attend regarding input dataset and corresponding target. Firstly, it is tried to generate colour points uniformly among all ellipses. Almost there are equal number of colour
points generated for each ellipse in order to train the ANN while the scale of ellipses are
different (Figure 9). Thus, final output is not affected by the scale of ellipses and it considers each ellipse based on the condition of its surrounding area.
Second issue is that in this network the main goal is to label points inside ellipses correctly, because the importance of colour difference application is to detect JND.
With regard to mention issues several set of datasets generated to reach a reliable network. Generated colour points labelled between 1 and 25 corresponding to MacAdam
ellipses numbered 1 to 25 are equal in each class, but more colour points with label 26
were generated. Because colour points of this class are not located inside any ellipses.
The surrounding areas of all ellipses are much larger compared to areas inside ellipses
altogether. Figure 20 shows generated colour points for ellipse number 14 and its surrounding area.
ANN could reach better results if the colour points which are located outside ellipses
and inside ellipses had the same level of uniformity, but the computation needed a large
memory on computer system which would ran the network, so due to resource limitation,
experiment have been done with fewer colour points out of MacAdam ellipses than it is
needed. However, acceptable results were achieved using current set of datasets. Table
8 represents information of different networks regarding input datasets, hidden layer size
and performance. Table 9 shows achieved results of corresponding networks.
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Figure 20. Level of uniformity is equal between ellipses but different compared to points located
outside of ellipses.

Table 8. Information regarding 7 ANN to classify colour points based on MacAdam Ellipses.

ANN
ID

Hidden
Layer(s)
Size

Size of
Training
set

Size of
Testing
set

Perf.
M SE

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

[120 40]
[180 60 20]
[180 60 20]
[270 90 30]
[400 100 25]

15545
15545
25008
25008
25008

1623
1623
1987
1987
1987

0.0019
0.0025
0.0034
0.0018
0.0021

2.6
2.7

[600 200 40 10]
[270 90 30]

25008
72125

1987
4810

0.0031
0.0014
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Table 9. Results of ANNs corresponding to Table 8.

ANN
ID

Train
error
in
%

Train
error
out
%

Test
error
in
%

Test
error
out
%

Train
error
overall
%

Test
error
overall
%

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

0
0
0
0
0

3.58
3.96
3.72
2.26
2.41

0
0
0
0
0

3.67
3.96
3.92
2.14
2.14

1.46
1.62
2.35
1.43
1.52

1.60
1.72
2.11
1.15
1.15

2.6
2.7

0
0

1.15
1.11

0
0

0.74
1.30

0.73
0.97

0.40
1.06

Table 9 shows the percentage of the colour points which were not detected correctly.
In Figure 21 four plots for analysing constructed ANN are represented. Like function
approximation, performance plot shows the convergence of train and test curves toward
reaching best possible output which are confirmed by validation datasets (Figure 21(a)).
Training state plot shows the training situation and number of epoch which shows after
how many iterations network stopped training (Figure 21(b)). Error histogram represents
the level that network succeeded to remove errors (Figure 21(c)).
In pattern recognition neural network, there is another plot named receiver operating characteristic (ROC) which illustrates how much network succeeded to classify input datasets
in output (Figure 21(d)). If the curve is closer to left and top of the plot, it shows network
had a better classification [61].
Seven MLP network were implemented in this subsection which are varied in number
of input datasets or the size of hidden layers. Overall it shows few number of errors can
be found in labelling colour points located outside of all MacAdam ellipses which are belonged to class 26. The reason behind it is that the level of generated colour points density
was lower in surrounding areas of ellipses in CIE xy chromaticity diagram compared to
areas inside ellipses. Therefore, ANN can detect any colour point inside MacAdam ellipses with correct label corresponding to its ellipse. Nonetheless percentage of network
overall error is between 0.40 % and 2.11 % which show acceptable results.
Best implemented ANNs are ANN 2.6 which has four hidden layers including 850 hidden
nodes applying on 25008 colour points as input dataset and ANN 2.7 with three hidden
layers consisted of 390 hidden nodes but with much larger input datasets including 72125
input samples. Since represented ANNs classify colour points inside MacAdam ellipses
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(a) Performance plot, ANN 2.6.

(c) Error histogram, ANN 2.6.

(b) Training state, ANN 2.6.

(d) ROC, ANN 2.6.

Figure 21. Four ANN analysing plots regarding to ANN 2.6 with four hidden layers including
850 hidden nodes.
In Figure (d) classification curves are positioned in the left and on the top of the figure.

completely correct, for improving ANN just more number of colour points outside of
ellipses added to input datasets in different experiments. The reason behind that ANN
2.6 have a better performance compared to ANN 2.7 is that the size of input samples are
larger for ANN 2.7 while ANN 2.6 have one more hidden layer and 460 more hidden
nodes compared to ANN 2.7, which made ANN 2.6 a better network. It was not possible
to use the same architecture for ANN 2.7 because of system memory limitation.
Better results can be reached from classification MLP by adding more colour points to
surrounding areas of ellipses till it reaches the density level of colour points inside the
ellipses, which is not possible currently due to available computer system limitation.
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6.2.2

Classifying colour points regarding 25 MacAdam ellipse centres

In this set of experiments each given colour point labelled regarding all MacAdam ellipse
centres as input. 165 colour points were generated for each ellipse and position of each
of them had to be compared with center of each MacAdam ellipse as input dataset (Table
3). This led to a large dataset as it can be seen in Table 10.
Table 10. Information regarding 3 ANN to classify colour points based on MacAdam Ellipses
Regarding to Ellipse centres

ANN
ID

Hidden
Layer(s)
Size

Size of
Training
set

Size of
Testing
set

Perf.
M SE

2.8
2.9

[2400 600 200]
[100 20]

147850
147850

21850
21850

3.26e-4
3.49e-4

2.10

10

147850

21850

2.62e-4

Corresponding results are also represented in Table 11.
Table 11. Results of ANNs corresponding to table 10

ANN
ID

Train
error
in
%

Train
error
out
%

Test
error
in
%

Test
error
out
%

Train
error
overall
%

Test
error
overall
%

2.8
2.9

0
0

0.91
0.74

0
0

0.98
0.66

0.27
0.22

0.15
0.05

2.10

0

0.29

0

0.26

0.09

0.22

Size of hidden layers was mostly found by trial and error in this research. Therefore, following experiments of previous section and considering the large amount of input dataset,
first ANN applied with three hidden layers including 3200 hidden nodes, but after more
experiments it was found that just with a single hidden layer including 10 hidden nodes,
a better network can be achieved, while with more hidden layers and hidden nodes, accuracy of network decreases. It shows how the shape of data can affect accuracy of the
network.
The problem of this network is having a lower accuracy in detection of colour points
which are not belonged to any MacAdam ellipses like it is occurred in previous section.
This problem is having stronger effect in this network compared to ANNs of previous
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classification set. Because in this experiment all the colour points have to be compared
with each MacAdam ellipse center. So for reaching the same accuracy as previous experiment in network, size of the input samples have to be multiplied by 25. Each colour point
located in an area outside of ellipses should be considered along with each MacAdam
ellipse one by one, thus, adding each colour point leads to add 25 new input dataset as the
number of MacAdam ellipses used in this research.
Figure 22 illustrates this problem by representing receiver operating characteristic plots,
which show two facts of this ANN: first, the level of classification is rather close among
these three different networks. Secondly, classification of colour points which are located
outside of all ellipses (class 26) is not as good as classification of colour points which are
located inside ellipses (classes 1 to 25).

(a) ROC plot of ANN with 3 hidden layers, ANN 2.8. (b) ROC plot of ANN with 2 hidden layers, ANN 2.9.

(c) ROC plot of ANN with 10 hidden nodes, ANN 2.10.
Figure 22. Receiver operating characteristic plot regarding to three implemented ANNs. In all
three figures, classification curves are positioned in the left and on the top of the figures except
one curve in each figure.
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As it was mentioned in section 5, the reason to use MacAdam ellipse centres among given
colour points in input datasets was to check if the output of binary classifier can be used
as a distance scale between two colour points. Also it was discussed that ANN labels a
single input if the output is a scalar greater than 0.5. Thus, for each single input set, if
the output is closer to one, it means the given colour point is closer to the given ellipse
center and if the output is closer to 0.5, therefore the given colour is further from the given
ellipse center compared to other colour points inside the ellipse.
Classification results of current study experiments showed that, this relation cannot be
found in the output. Almost all the outputs of each class are rather close to each other,
and mostly shows the quality level of classification by the network. Although there were
some networks to support this idea, the results were not reliable and they could not draw
a pattern.
There are studies which suggest that a distance learning artificial neural network can be
implemented to solve similar problems which try to find a distance scale in a non-linear
environment. But to implement such networks the activation function should be defined
based on that, and it can be implemented in a convolutional neural network (CNN). As it
will be discussed in section 7, implementing of a CNN to define a distance learning scale
as the colour difference, is considered as the future work of this thesis.

6.3

Comparing JND by CIEDE2000 Formula and MacAdam Ellipses
in CIE xy Chromaticity Diagram

In this thesis, the same experiment as MacAdam implemented in CIE xy chromaticity
diagram with an observer, was done, but in the current experiment, CIEDE2000 formula
was used instead of an observer to find the JND.
Figure 23 illustrates the result of this experiment. Fitted ellipses from colour points with
∆E00 = 1 with MacAdam ellipse centres are illustrated by blue in Figure 23. As it can
be seen in some areas such as areas that include ellipses 11, 12, 16 CIEDE2000 changed
the orientation of mentioned ellipses toward neutral areas, while in some cases such as
ellipses 18, 22 and 25 it didn’t happen. Similar experiments also tried by Goldstein [62]
and Pant et al.[63] with small differences compared to current experiment results.
Nonetheless, the main issue here is CIEDE2000 doesn’t support MacAdam ellipses. Although ellipse 11 in blue area changed orientation in ∆E00 = 1 which can be result of
weighting function RT , but it is possible that an observer with normal eye does not approve this new JND on ellipse 11 center if one run the same experiment as MacAdam did.
Moreover, if the orientation toward neutral areas be the case, there are some ellipses such
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Figure 23. Comparing JND by CIEDE2000 Formula and MacAdam Ellipses. In this figure,
red ellipses are representing MacAdam ellipses and blue ellipses are illustrating fitted ellipses by
∆E00 = 1 with same center as MacAdam ellipses. All the ellipses enlarged by 5.

as 18, 22 and 25 which didn’t change direction after applying CIEDE2000. Although in
similar experiments by Goldstein [62] and Pant et al.[63] there were some minor orientation change in mentioned ellipses, the problem was not solved completely.
So it can be concluded from this experiment that ∆E00 = 1 cannot be used as JND in CIE
xy chromaticity diagram.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

Analysing the colour difference equations and modelling the colour difference using artificial neural network are the main focuses in this research. Experiments have been executed
to evaluate the developed ANN for colour difference modelling. Multilayer perceptron
neural network with different structures wer implemented and tested.
CIEDE2000 formula was modelled by MLP regression neural network. The proposed
architecture includes a number of hidden nodes ordered in hidden layers. The obtained
results achieved satisfactory performance.
Also, MLP was proposed to classify the colour points in CIE xy chromaticity diagram
based on MacAdam colour discrimination ellipses. The developed MLP obtained acceptable results with a small marginal error. The MLP succeeded to separate colour points
among the in- and the out-region of MacAdam ellipses.
CIEDE2000 colour difference formula behaviour in CIE xy chromaticity diagram was
analysed by fitting ellipses in accordance with JND proposed by CIEDE2000. It was
showed that CIEDE2000 results a different orientation compared to some MacAdam ellipses. This can be justified as CIEDE2000 attempts to orient towards the neutral areas and
may deviate from the original orientation of the ellipses. CIEDE2000 supports MacAdam
ellipses in a number of cases, but it acts differently in both scale and orientation on the
same space of CIE xy chromaticity diagram.
The research results suggest, colour point classification can be used in order to detect
change of colour sensation on human eye which especially can apply to small colour
differences.

7.1

Discussion

In experiments, several MLP networks were implemented using Munsell colour points
data distributed on CIE Lab space to model the CIEDE2000 colour difference formula.
The organized structure of Munsell colour and availability of colour data were the motivation of using it. There are samll number of Munsell colours which have small colour
difference in between. It was decided to generate more colours between Munsell colours
in CIE Lab space to have more data for experiments. Also larger distances such as
∆E00 = 12 considered to enrich the network with an acceptable number of data.
Trial and error was utilize for determining the accurate number of hidden nodes with a
good ordering among hidden. There are some formulas available in literature for assign
proper architecture concerning hidden layer size, but it was not possible to utilize them
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on the large number of data needed in the experiments.
Achieved ANN is reliable with a small error in results. A three hidden layers ANN including 260 hidden nodes computes colour difference between two colours following
CIEDE2000 formula with average error of 0.0011 and maximum error of 0.0117 in ∆E00
unit. The advantage of using ANN for computing CIEDE2000 for two given colour points
is skipping all the complexity of defining different weighting functions of the formula.
The colour difference can be computed using the ANN just with running one line of code.
There are some available functions defined in MATLAB doing the same thing, but in order to use them accurately, one should enter correct weighting functions along with colour
points coordinates, while in the constructed ANN of this thesis, weighting functions based
on different areas of CIE Lab space were considered in constructing and training phase of
the ANN.
The main issue in classifying colour points in CIE xy chromaticity diagram based on
MacAdam chromaticity discrimination ellipses, was the very large number of input datasets
needed for training phase. Colour points coordinates were classified based on 26 areas
in CIE xy chromaticity diagram. Classification includes 25 MacAdam ellipses plus the
area outside of all the ellipses. It was not possible to sustain uniformity in generating
data among areas inside and outside of ellipses. Because the area outside of MacAdam
ellipses is very larger than all the ellipses together. Level of uniformity in distribution of
colour points data are equal among 25 classes for 25 MacAdam ellipses, but in 26th class
concerning area outside of all ellipses, density of colour points is much lower. 147850
colour points as input datasets used for training phase of largest network in experiments,
while the predicted adequate size of needed colour points is about 800000.
However, experiments showed acceptable results from the constructed ANN both in locating single colour points and also colour points in regard to each MacAdam ellipse center.
For the first set, MLP with four hidden layers including 850 hidden nodes reached results
with just 0.74 % error and for latter experiment MLP with one hidden layer including
only 10 hidden nodes the error is about 0.26 %. Although the error is small, it should
be considered, in all the experiments of classification part, the focus was on MacAdam
ellipses while the area of CIE xy chromaticity diagram includes a vast area outside all the
ellipses.
Another limitation relating to the mentioned problem was in applying ANN to classify
colour points on CIE Lab space. Considering the available data for 116 ellipses on three
dimensional space of CIE Lab, a huge set of input data are needed to perform experiments. Several networks were executed but the results have not been considered because
of the high percentage of error.
All in all, proposed ANNs represented in this thesis have good performances. Test and
train results are very close in accuracy and the percentage of error which show that the
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ANNs of this work succeeded to avoid overfitting. This convergence of results in training
and testing phases shows the reliability of implemented artificial neural networks.

7.2

Future Work

Applying the artificial neural network on colour data is justified in this research. In order
to find the proper ANN with a new and unique model there are still work to do.
In the experiments, it has been found out, a classification neural network can suggest a
distance scale for small colour differences if the right activation function is defined. In
future work it is considered to apply distance learning ANN on colour points in both CIE
xy chromaticity diagram and CIE Lab space to find the colour difference and comparing
both colour spaces.
Similarity metric learning proposes solutions for non-linear set of data which should be
classified among large number of classes by suggesting the correct distance [64] which is
the case in colour difference computation. Also in order to have a better accuracy deep
learning can be utilized by convolutional neural network.
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